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e1 latroduction
Consider the :Following formal optimization problem. Let ft . } de-a.
note a sequence of random vectors, and define the sequence (1) of n -dinner-
sional vectors (Xi, i = 0, , ..) k) ,t X , 	(Xi; ., .., X	ILL ) J where k is a fixed
a, 
;integer and u  is a cantroJ., which is an element of an abstract, ,set Ui
(1) Xi +.L - Xi + fi ( Xi) ui , g i ) .
The object is to find the	 u. ' wh=ich minimizes
k".1(2) EXk - E f °( Xi , ui, i )
Xp 	= Xo + fo(X., a., ^ ), X^ fixed,
subject to certain constraints =
 Sometimes it is convenient to augment the
vector
	 X	 by adding Xo	 the 'cost') component.	 Then	 we write + X.i i —L
(X?, X.	 fi - ( fi , f ) and
^i
i
(	 > X.	 X. + f ;.(X.) u J ^
3
The constraints are
_
( )
	 r(XO) __. ErO (X0 )	 0, q0 (-0) 	 Ec (X^^EXQ)
+Note  to typesetter; Underlined s ymbols are to be set in Bold Face.
t
R
^yyq^	
,fit
0
z	 1
\ 1	 gi(Xi) __ Eg i (X i ,EXi )	 0,
r (X) = Er (X ,EX )	 0,	 Ik k	 k k k
ti ti ti	 ti	 I
where r0 , q0 , 
r 
	 and qi are vector valued functions, q0 is allowed
to depend on X0 in order to fix or limit X 0 in some way, I.e., some
component of g0 (XO ) may be qo (XO ) = -X^ = 0.
The constraints Eq
ii
(X, EXi ) `= 0 of (4) can be used to model
or approximate a variety of constraints For example, we can approximate
the constraint X  t A w.p.l. by letting (In be the expectation of a
suitably smooth approximation to the indicator of A. The constraint
P(X I ^ A some n	 1,,..,k} s E can be modelled letting	 g( • ) denote a
suitably smooth approximation to Vie indicator of A and admitting the
ti
constraint g( Xl , ... ,Xk ) = E max	 g( Xn ) ? 1-E. Note that g may have a
k ? n ? 1
t
'convex differential' , although not necessarily a linear differential.
See comment after Theorem 2.	 i
Necessary conditions for optimality in the form of Kuhn-Tucker
conditions or Lagrange multiplier rules are well developed for very general
deterministic discrete and continuous parameter problems [41, [11], and much
of the recent 1,rork depends heavily on abstractions of the well. kno,m geo-
metric methods of non-linear programming. In this paper, we apply some of
the recent developments in abstract programming to obtain necessary conditions
for ( local) optimality for sever-.1 discrete
	
r(	  P	 y	 parameter optimization problems.
The results are only t,.)ical of the possibilities and do not exhaust them.
Hopefully,the res	 s • i	 s
	
I
 r sult 	 11 suggest useful computational procedure, al-
though our investigations along t ►,Ese lines are only beginning. 	
'i
3I
In [8], [91, the author derived some necessary conditions for opti-
m9lity for a class of nontinuous parameter stochastic problems, and in [101
for a discrete problem. The results in [8], [9] are true 'maximum principles'
or 'minimum principles' in the sense used in control theory, while the result
in (5) is a necessary condition for a stationary point. Subsequent worn
was reported in ( 11, [2] ) [3], [5], [121, [15]. The development in ( 5), for
an essentially linear problem (f i linear) with a convex cost, and where the
ui are real numbers, seems to be the only -work in which programming ideas
are explicitly used. However, the programming approach gives better results
with re-isonable effort. Indeed, by properly identifying quantities in the
abstract work [11] with quantities in the stochastic problems, we obtain and
extend most previous discrete parameter result.,. Continuous parameter re-
sults will be reported elsewhere.
Section 2 cites the basic results from [11], which will be heavily
used in tKe sequel. Sections 3 to 5 deal with the discrete parameter prob-
lem, In Section 2, the u i
 are measurable with respect to given a-alge-
ti
bras C.^ i, in Section 5, the u i are allowed to depend explicitly on the
states, Xi , etc., and in Section 5 a maximum principle is derived, in analogy
to the deterministic discrete paralr_eter maximum principle [4].
1 .
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''. M-ithematical Background
This section describes a somewhat weakened version of 8 result of
Neustadt [lA, on an abstract variational problem which underlies the develop-
ment of the sequel. Let 3^ be a Banach space which contains the sets B
and Q. The structures introduced next are abstract counterparts of these
used in non-linear programming in Euclidean spacer. The terminology is
slightly changed from that of [111.
Definition 1: Let Z be a convex cone with vertex (0) in Y. If p is
an arbitrary ray of Z, let there be a cone Z  with a non-empty interior
and vertex (0) and p intErnal to Z p, and ^:,lso a neighborhood N 
	 of
(0). such that 
z  
n N  C B. Then Z is an i!,aternal cone to B at (0).
m
Definition 2; Let Fm
 denote the set 1^: ^.L z 0,
	 f3i s 1). Let K be a1
convex set in Y which contains (0) and some point other than (0). Let
w l,..G,wm
 be in K and let N be an arbitrary neighborhood of (0). Let
there exist an E0
 > 0 (depending on w l,....9 wm and N) so that ., for each
E in (0,E0 ], there is a continuous map ^ E (f) from Pm to J/_ with the
property
p/  
m
f[^y E l^) C (E(Z Piwi + N )) n Q.
i=l
Then K is a fi rst order convex ap roxirnat ion to Q.
B
1
I
1i
1
I^
1.
1
low-
i.
A Basic Optimization Problem. Let JT contain the s uet ^', rind
the element i in Q^ which minimize^^ c^0 (w) sub^jeet t0 the constraints
^' i (w) = 0^ i	 1^ ...,m^ '^ -i (w) s 0^ i	 1, ...^ t. We say that w is a local
:solution to the optimization problem (or s more loosely the optimal solutions)
ifs for some neighborhood N of {p} ^ cp0(w) ^ ^;p(w) for all. w in	 w +N
which satisfy the cot:atraint::. Let w denote the optira:.il solution. The
constraints 
^-i 
for which ^- i = ^ —i (w)	 0^ i
	 1,...,t^ are called the
active constraints. Define the set of indices J
	
(i; ^ -i (w)	 0^ i > 0} U (0} .
The R^^sic Necessary C ond ition for Ortimality. First we collect
some assumptions
r.
tl
(II -1) The cp i (w) ^ i ? 1^ are continuous at
^7erivatives P i
 at ^;r^ 3nd .Q 1^ ...^ ?m are continuous
dent. (Thus [ cp i ( w+Ew) - t^ i (w) ]^^ - ,e i (w) -►
 0 unifo
bounded neighborhood of
	 ^. )
(II-2) There is a neighborhood N oi' (^}
w^ and have Freshet
	 w
and linearly indepen-
rmly for w in any
in ^^ so that y fox' all
'	 inactive constraints w° still hav^^ ^ -i (w+w) <: 0 for w c N.
	 r
(II -3) Let the active constraints and also ^0 be ce^:^,inuous at
I	 w	 etL
-,
i
[^-i( w+Ew) - w -i ( w ) } ^F -► c i ( w )	 ^r
for all w in ./^ a.nd uniformly for w in any bounded neighborhood ref
,.{0} ^ where c i (w) l^ a continuous and conve y, functional. Z Here
'•
r
.^	 .^
a
ii
I
^^^
i
i
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is sor►ie ^^ and ,j E J for which c j (w) > 0. There is a w for wt-,ich
c.( •^! < U for all j ^ J.
.!
A casr of particular importance is where the c a (wl are linear.
Then we substii:ute the stronger • condition (II- ^^ )
(II-3') Let the acti_ constrr ► ints and also cp0 be continuous
Ht w and have Frechet derivatives c i at w (corresponding Lo ^-i)
which rime continuous, and suppose that there is a w E y for which c i (w) < 0
for a 11 i F J.
We now have a particular case of (Neustadt [lh, Theorem ^.2).	 The
loc • ^1 solution here is called a totally regular heal solution in [11].
Theorem 1. Assume (II-1 - II-^). Let w be a local solution to
the o^^timiztition problem. Then there exists 	 Cz l , ...,cxm,a. ,a-1, ...,a-t not
all z^^r • o with a-i = 0 for • i ? 0, s o that
m
^ ai .Ii (wl + ^ a-ici(w) s 0
i*-1
	
iFJ
for •	all w	 in	 K ,	 wher e K	 i s a first order ^• onvex approximation to
^,^	 -	 w' = OL,	 and	 K	 is the
--
closure of
	 K
— —
in	 %^
--
Observation.
	
Let ca l (•) -0,	 i > 0.	 If there is a	 w E K
	 for which
c . (w)	 < 0	 for all active j, then	 a0 < 0, and we can set
	 a0 = - l.
Define
B	 (w. cp -i (w+w) < ^ -i (w), i E J} U {0]
i^
. ^	 ....r^,:..^ l	 -
1I
	
7
1
	
Then Theorem 1 is else*:dally c^ car sequence of the re:^ult ( g ee t 11]) that
the intersection of n and any internal cone to B can be separPted from
K fl tr b;/ a continuous linear fu,~^cti.onal.
1
I
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-^	 ^.. ....^_ .	 - ..,...t	 ,	 ..^-	
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The Stochastic 'lariation^^l Fort7ul •i - 'n'hen the Controls are Mrasur^^blr
0 •3er Fixed a-Al+^Prr^+^
In the i'irst part of this section, ^ stochastic optimization prob-
f
lem will be treated in a fairly ^renernl w^^y - and we intr • aiuce o^l ly tho:^e
assumptions wt^ieh are required to apply Theorem 1. Then r
 more specii'ic cori-
ditions which guarantee : • ome or' these assumptions	 ^^ introduced.
A Stochastic ^ptimlzation Problem. Definitions and As:•umptions.
Lrt ^^,.,..,F,i,... be a sequence ,^ random variables where ^^,...,^ i are
me^tsurr^ble on the o- algebra ^( ^ C, ...^ F i ), and define the random sequence
{ ^} by (1' ). The measures orl the ,^(^C^ ..., ^ i ) do not depend on the
selected control sequences the ^i arP of the nature of 'exogenous inputs'.
We seek tt^e ^, ..., Xk , uC , ..., uk-1 which minimizes (2) subject to the
^^onstrairits (3), (l^).
T he Admissible Controls. For a vector Y with components Y1
write I y^ _ ^ I YlI
	
^^nd ^^y^^ q= ^, E1^ g I Y i q^ Lq(^) is the Banach space of ^
i	 1
measurable random functions Y with norm ^^Y^^q Let Lq(^) be the Banach space
of n+1 dimznsional vectors X i = (X^, X i ) with norm ^^ X i^^ ^ E^ X^I + ^^ Xi^^ q•
For a random matrix M = {Mij}^ define ^^ l"^^q = ^ ^^ Mij ^^ q . Suppose that
i^ j
(^ i } and ^C are a sequence of given Q-algebras and Ui a sequence of
ti
convex sets. The ^i, .^C
 and the measures on them do not depend on the
chosen controls. In this section the admissible control set, denote^j by Ui,
ti
are the random variables in Lp, (^i} •^hich take values ir. U i , for p' ? 1.
Then the X. are measurable over ^ , where _^. _ _^.
	 U ^	 U ^(^	 ) . X
—1	 i	 i	 i -1	 i-1	 i-1	 -{^
is a random variable measurable over the given Q-algebra .^0 . The set of
-	 ^	 _	 ^ •^- —
sn
ii
^. admissible controls covers at least the three ct^ses
(i 1 The u	 depena explicitly on some function oi' i;he ^ ^ ... ^ ^ 	 .
1	 0	 i-1
(11) The u i depend explicitly on noise corrupted observ^itions of
the •,0^...^Ei-1, where the corrupting noise does nCt depend on the selected
fcontrol sequence.
(iii) Randomized version of (i)^ (ii).
It is well knows: from Linear Programming on Markov chains that a
randomized control may Rive a :^mr^ller cost in a constrained stochastic optimi-
zfrtion problem s then a non-ran^.^omized control. Our controls crsn be ran-
..	 ti
domized by a suitable choice of -^ .. Let v v ^ ... ^ v	 denote a sequence1	 d 0	 k.
of independent random var •iables^ which are also independent of the ( ^ i } se-
sequence and e^^eh oi' whio:i has p
 ^^ay^ a uniform distribution on [0^ 1]. (We
'	 suppose that the underlying probability space is big enough to carry these
,.
random variables.) suppose that the data field .^ , ^Q( ^ 0 , • • •, ^ i-1 ) i5
^ 1
available to the controller at time i. (I.e.^ ^ i
 measures the informs-
'	 tion upon which ^.he control d.,nends.) Randomization is s^ hizved by letting
-^ i = ^^ i ^) -^(v^) and ^0 = ^(vd. To determine the actual control
value ui (c^)^ ^;e need to draw a value of vi at random.
^	 Assumptions P,nd Notation. Notation will frequently be abused by
ti
using; the same term for a function a.nd for its values. Let u i E U i . Let
1 ICi denote tine pointwis e intern 3l cane to Ui - ui jt {p} ^ i. e. ^ ICi
,,,
is a convex cone of random varifib^.es in LiJ ^ ( ^ i) with the proper^y that
if bui E IC i , for s = 1, ...,m^ then
-.
r ,^^
uu
i
1
9
1i
1i
1
1
t
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(I
m
ui + E ^ ^ s bui E Ii  for all cu for ^s 3 0^ ^ a s ^ 1 and 0 s E ^ `-0^
*1	 s
^^^here FO > 0 may depend o^. the bui. Also aui E Lp^ (^ i t .
tea, bus	 b ^^ ... , bus 1 E l^C,^ - IC x .. , x IC	 Writeup	 k- 1 	0	 k-1
m	 m
Su i (^) ^ ^ ^ s bui , 5u(^ 1 :_ ^ ^sbus
s=1	 sal
^	 ^	 ^(^	 sXi+1 = SXi + f i' x • aXi + _i' u • bui^
SX. (^) _ ^ BsSXi.
—1	 s
^5b )	 Xi+1(^) = Xi (^) + fi (Xi(^l, ui + Ebui (^)^ ^i).
r0 x ^3enotes the matrix ar0 (x)^ax and r0 x denote:., r0 x evaluated ^t
^	 ^	 ^
x0 • q i e denotes (i > 0) agi (x,e)^ae, the derivatives ^^ith respect to the
second	 •sector argtunent of q i ( • , •) , etc. Also qi x	 q i x (Xi , EX i 1 ^ and
^	 ,
q0 ^ _	 dg0(x)^a^,. Also fix = af(x,u.^)^c^x^ fix	 df'(x,u,^)/dxJ etc.,x	
—
4i = ^i(Xi)•
Assumes the following: Fix 8ui E IC i , all i = 0, ...,k-1 and
(III-1) ui E Ui , and for any sequence ui ^_ Ui , and any
s^^tisfying the constraints, the Xi gi^•en by (1') are in Lp(^ i ) for
	
some p ' 1 and i = 0^ ... ^ k. The 8X,
	given ty (5b) are in L (^ . )
	
—.^	 —p	 1
for at^y sui E ICi.
'	 ^^ .. ^	 •	 •	
.mow
tl	 _	 .^.
	
_ .^-.^ .. _'fir	 ..^ _.^	 ^ ^^,^ -_^i^^_
.^
I
1
1
.T
.^
1
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(III-2) The IC i contain at least one point other th,^a the origin.
(III -3) For EC ^ F > 0, where EO > 0 depend:: oci the 5ui, s^^p-
pose that the X t (^) given by (6) are continuous in ^ iri Lp( .Qi ) ^ and
that
Xi(^) - Xi - FBXi (^)II p = o (^ )
uniformly in ^ _ ( ^ 1,. ^.,^m), for ^ s ? 0, ^ ^ s = 1.
s
(III- 4)	 EI g i ( Xi ) ^ s K 1(1 + E^ Xi ^ p),	 i = 1, .. ^, k
EI r i ( Xi ) I s Kl(1 + EI Xi I p)
fora real number Kl.
^I
1
f
I
I
ti	 ti	 ti(III- 5) Let 
qi x' qi e' r i x and ri e exist and be continuous>	 >	 >	 >
and II 
qi, e lI 1 ^ ^w' !I qi, x II p/(p-1) ^ `^• Let Ni denote an arbitrary bounded
neighborhood of {p} in .^. Then all the following tend to zero as F -^0,
uniformly for vi in Ni (and also for ri ^, ri e replacing qi h , and
_	 >	 >	 >
q.	 , resp. )i, e
ti
II qi^ e(Xi + Evi , EXi + EEvi ) - qi' e ( Xi , EXi ) ^Il
Iq.	 (X. + Ev., EX. + FEw,) - q.	 (X. EX. )II
(III-6^ Lefine the linear maps R0 , Rk (from y0 E Lp(^0 ) and
-_-^.^.-...	
-w...-^._.^,._ _ r
..	 __.-.^.^.	
^	 ..
_...	 ,.-. ^«...	 -	
- 'mow	 ^..-_	 , .. -r.^.:..► 	 •	 _ ^^... ..^....
i'
I2
^.
,v K t Lp(^ K ) to the appropriate Euelide ^^n space ), and suppose that the corr,-
ponents are line •^rly independent for each i.
t
..
R	 E r	 + r E
i y i 	 [ i,x y i 	 i,e yid
^	 ^^
' ^	 (III -7) For the inactive co.:straints q i , suppose that there is
_, neighborhood Ni o1' the origin in Lp ( .^ i ), for i > U, and in Lp ( ^0 ) 	' 1
f'or i = 0, for which	 [
gi(xi + y i ) < o, qq^(^ + vim ) < o,
!^
f'or yi E N i , i > 0, ^ t N0 . Suppose that there is an Xi in Lpi,c,^il,
i > 0, and X^ E L ( ^0 ) so that
P
E^c^`i •;;. + ti
	
EX. < 0 all active	 ^
..^, x i	 qi, e l ^ 	 ,	 qi
F[ q^^ x • X-0 + q0' eEX^; < 0, all active ^^.
(ITI -8) 	 fi x' f i u are continuous in	 x and	 u	 and	 ^^ f'O x ^^	 1 < -^P^(P- )^
and	 ^^ fa' u^^ p ^ % (p^ -l ^	 r b. For a real	 K,,i
f°( Xi, ui , a i l I	 -'	 K 1 (1	 + ^ Xi ^ P	 + I ui l ^' t 1
and
^^ f^ x(Xi	 +> vi , ui + E^ui (^)) -	 f^	 x ^^> P^(P- 11	 -^ 0
as	 E -^ ^^	 u^ziformly for vi in	 N i	 and in ^^	 for i	 = 0, . ^ ^, k-.L„
t
1	 13
Ideritificatior; with the Definition in Section II. Define % to be
the space in which Xr
 ^ ... ^ Xk lies namely _yT * Lp( .^0 ) x .. , x Lp(.5dk ) ^ and
let C^' denote the set oi' all Sequences in /^ which are solution Lo (1') for
the class of allowed controls and initia^. conditions.
(III -81 implies that the expression iu (III -31 can be replaced by
^^ Xi (^S) - X i
 - E SXi(p)^^ p	 o(E) ^ since by (III -3) we can snow that
E) fi( Xi (^)^ ui + ESui (^1^ ^ i ) - fi(Xi , ui ^ ^ i ) -
ef^ X • bXi (^) - Ef^ x• Su b (^) ^ s>	 >
FE^ f^ (X + R	 ( X •(^)- X ), u + EP	 b,r.(^)^^ ) - f° ^ • I bX.(^)^i, x i	 E^^ x	 i	 i	 E^^ i	 i	 i^ x	 i
+ E^ f'O'u(X^+6F'^(Xi(^)-Xi!, ui+E9E'^bui(^>>^i) - f^^ u l •^ ^ui(^)^
1
1
1
s
where 6E ^	 s a random variable in
by u,^ing Holder's Ynequality. Then i
that the set K F ^^ (given by (5a) or
responding to 8ui E iC i , SX^ F ^0,
[0, 1], and we can complete the assertion
t is straightforward to verify
(6)) of all vectors BX^^...,bXk cor-
is a first order convex approximation
1
1 (6)	 sX	 = bX + f	 SX + f . bu .—i+1	 —i —i x —i —i^u i^_
i
aX. _ ^ F(j^i)f.	 bu	 + F(O^i)o
—i	 j-1	 —^^-1,u j-1
F(J, l ) - (I+^'i-1 x )..•(I+f x ) ^ j < i^_	 —j ^ —
_ _ ._
	 —	
.,.
^.
B8
J
Q
0
8
1
1
1
I'
__ _---
0
14
	
Il
^o	 ^o
f; vl,...,fi Vn i
^
U
fi x	 .
0
,Tai; ",L;fy the components of r0 and rk with ^ 1 ,... , and ^ -i,
i > 0 with thn, ^ ^. n ^ ►nents of the qi , i ? 0. Also cp0 ^ EX^. The ki
of (III -bl i^, ti,^ ^': ° :het derivative of the vector valued map r i (X i ) .
The following 4^,i J ^ ? 0 , are
^a.i • ;; ^ = E[ gi ^^, •y i + gi^eEYlJ^
^	 ^	 ^
Q0^^-0 F^ g i,x^ YO + gO,eF-0^
^
the Freshet deriv,•^tives o.
	 sector v^^lued maps qi at Xi . Thus (II-1^
is implied by (III- x+,5,6) .	 ^ndition (III- 7)
 implies (II-2), and (II-S^ )
is implied by (III
- 1,^+,5,E^'7,8).	 me that there is always an Xk for ^ahieh
^0 = E bXk < 0.
^
That Qi is a Freshet derivative can be seen from the f'ollowiti^.
brief calculation. Le-t N i denote an arbitrary bounded neighborhood of
{0) in Lp (_^ i ). There are random vari^ib,es 8 ^ ^0,1] (depending on E,
vi ) so that, for i > 0,
-1	 1 ti	 .,,
e^	 = E ^ Eg i (X i + Ev i , EXi + EEw f ,i - f;9^lXi^EXi)
-EEgi ^ X (Xi ,EX i l•v i
 - eEgi^^1(a:i,EXi)EVi!
_ _—
	
—	 ^ — --•---F —^--^-•--•.^^—r--- —	 — --- — -- -- — t — — —
_ e ....	 _	
 ,.^ 
^ ^^
,i	 -^r,	 ar ._._.^
.i
i
r
^^
'i
.t
t
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^ ^ E[g i ^ x (Xi + E9vi , EXi + F9Evi ) -^ gi^x(Xi,EXi)]vi
♦ E[gi ^ e(Xi+E9v i , EXi +E9v i ) - gi^e(Xi,EXi)]Evil
By using (III-51 and Holder's inequality, we can show that e ^ 0 as E ^ 0
uniformly in vi , completing the calculation.
Note that, for the Freshet c?erivatives of the eyuality constraints
to be linearly independent, i^t is enough to consider r 0 (Xl and r K ( Xk)
separately, since r0 does not depend on Xk and rk does not depend on
^0'
Theorem 2 is the rnain result of this section. Let 	 P' denote the
(n+1) row vector (1,0, ...,0) . The prime on P' denotes transpo:.e. While
r0 , r k , g i , i > ^, do not actually depend on the X°, it is convenient to write
(7) and subsequent formulas as though they did. Thus, we write rk(Xk,EXk)
far rk (X k , EX k ) and rk x (^k' EX k) for
0 .
0	 rk^y(Xk,EXk), etc.
0
Theorem 2. Assume (III-1-8). There is a scalar po
 ^ 0, vectors
a0 , ak and vectors ^i = 0^ i = 0,...,k, not all zero, so that
(7 1	EpoEbXk + EtxO[ rO x -} (Erb e ) ] SX-0 +
^_	 ,_
^k[rkx +(Erk^)]sXk+
^_	 ,,
k
.^
E i^^i[gi'x + (Eg
i ^ e )]bXi ^ 0
E
t
f
16
for sX^^ ... ^ SX i F K^ where yig i 	0. Define the vectors ^ k , .. , ,^_
--
(8) ^^ = poP + [ rk x + (Erk e^^a lc +
pi-1	 (I+fi-1,x)^ + [`^ i-1,x + ^E^i-l,e)]^'i-1
+ [ ri-1,x + (Eri-1, e ) ]ai-1'	 k? i ? 1 0
Then
(9) E[ pif i-1, u l -^ i-1 ] 8ui-15 0
for all Su
	 E IC	 andi-1	 i-1 __
(1D )	 E[^^ .rdo J = '^.
Proof.	 Equation (7) follows from Trieorem 1 and tY^e discussion
p-receedin^ Theorem 2.	 Eqns.	 (9)-(10) a:^'e specializations of (7)^	 as follows.
Let	 bX0 = 0,	 Suj 	= 0,
	 j ^ i-l.	 Then aX j
	= F(i, j) fi-1 u bui-1 , and (7)
^^yields
11(	 ) E{p P' F(i,k)	 + czk'[rk + (Er k e)]F(i,k)
^ 
x
— ^k
+	 ^ ^y^[qj
	+ (Eqj }fie)]F(i,j) -1 u^Sui-1 s	 0xj =i	 '— ' —
t1
__^_
-+w.-	 r..
	 «r	 s   
^)
^'
fl
B
D
a
n
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The brackerted term in (11) is ^i.	 The closure of the first order convex
approximation givep by (5'^ is merely the set off' so].utione	 (^^, ...^ oXk )	 of
(^) which can be obt^iined by using ^ Sui} in the cic,su2^e in Lp^ (.^ i ) of
( IC i} . Thus
(mil	
E^^i^i-1, u 8u i-1^ ^ 0
_	 ti
for all 8ui-1 F IC i-1. Let B E -^i-1 and suppose that (X^ is the ch..r-
acteristic °unction of B)
^ ^E 
^^; fi-1^ u8ui-1 > 0.
ti	 ^	 tiThen bui-1 ^ ^ Sui-1 E I^i-1 and we have Ep^ fi-1^ u^ bui-1 > 0, which contra-
dicts (12). Thus (y) holds.
Next, let Sui = O i i	 0, , .. ^ k - 1, 'then substituting SXi =
F(O s i) 8X4 into (7) yields
(13) Epp 8X4 s 0
for all 8X0 	in Lp(^ 0 ) . Using; the argument which proved (9)j and the
fact that -SX	 F
-O L (^ )-p	 0 if	 SX	 is,	 gives (10).	 Q.E.D.-0
1
	
-	 -	
-.c^	 _	 ,
..^ _	 ._
	
^A^ 	
_^._^
	 __^	 ^-
f
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Rem y+rk on generalization:;. The spaces Lp ( .^ i 1 can easily be re-	 ^^
placed by less restrictive spaces where, e.g., each of the corr:ponents X i
has its own ante rabilit
	 ro er•t 	 i.e. X`' E L
	
8	 Y p P	 Y, (	 , i
	
p (.^^ i ) ). Condition
^i
(II-3) requires only that th y • ci (x) be smooth and convex, whereas the
'aerivetives^	 of the	 E o we e	 n	 ^
	
Qi 	 qJ'. .,qk , Xk ,	r li ear operators. The con-
vex' :ierivfitives of (II-^) arise, P.K., where, the cost to be minimized,
or the st • to sp••ee constraints take the form E m • ^x^) X i•t i^^ ^ and Theorem 2
i
can be extended to include constraints or costs of these forms. Constraints
of the type P(Xn E A} > 1-E can conceivably to inserted into the defini-
tion of R' ^ but we do not know how to find a first order convex ^ pproxim •^-	 ^'
tion to such a constr^jined ^,^^ .
?.1. For illt^str •3tive purposes we verify (III-3^ under h specific
set os' conditions o:l she fi.
Theorem '^. Let ui f. Ui with p^ ? p ?1, _and ^ i C ^l ^C , • • •, Fi -1) U	 ^.1
^(v i ) ^.^hPre the rode^endent sequence { v i } is independent of the inde^en-
dent se uence of matrice:^ {^,} and1
(l^{)	 Y..	 =	 X. +	 f	 (X.,u.,^.)	 =i g •( X	 ,u.)	 +	 ^.h.(1(.,u.l.i	 1	 1 1	 1	 i1 +l	 1 1	 1	 1 1
The moments satisf	 E^ ^i^ q < ^	 for all	 o = 1,2,...	 Let gi	 and
h.	 be continuous with bounded and continuous derivatives in
--
X	 ,u..i	 ii--	 -
Then (III -3) 	holds.
Proof.	 From the follo^aing estimate s for some re,^l K,
Xi+l l	^	 ^ Xi l +	 K(^ Xi^	 +	 ^ ui^ + 1)	 + K(^ Xi ^	 + ^ ui^	 +	 1 ) ^ ^i)
we can dedace that ali moments of ^ X i^ exist up to order p', and similarly
for the m eom nts of the 8Xi given by
19
i
t
^^Xi ♦1 	 SX i + i' x SXi + f i ^ uSui,
or for the moments of SXi().
Fix F > 0 aild write
Xi+1(f^)	 Xi (^)	 8i(Xi(^),ui + ESui (^)) + ^ihi(Xi(^),ui + Et:,ui(^)).
From t ^° relation, fOr some rer^:L K,
Xi +1^^1 - Xi +l(^1^ s K^ Xi (^1 - Xi (^)^ (1 + ^ ^ i ^ )
+ EK^ bui (^) - Sui (^)^ ( 1 + i ^ i ^ )
_	 ti	 ti
and the relations ^ bui (a) - S^ai (^) ^ -^ 0 in L^, (^ i ) as ^ -♦ ^^ we con-
clude that Xi(9) is a continuous L (
^i-1) valued function of ^^ or anyP
> 0. Ir'ext, define the ^quence Y i	 Xi (^)	 Xi,
Yi+l	 Yi + ^gi (Xi +Yi ,ui +Ebui (^)) + ^ i h i (Xi +Yi ,ui +F 8ui(^))](15)
- [8i ( Xi , ui ) + ^ihi(Xi,ui)].
From (15) ^ we con easily show that El/^^ Yi^ P = 0(E) , uniformly in ^.
Next, Zi - Yi - ESXi satisfies, for random
	 9i E [^^1], which may depend
or. E and ^ ^
i
r-	 _
._
- --
--- ..._ _	
— 
_
_ _- - - ------	
s.	
_^,,,,^._ _.
__ - __	
_	
_. ._..	 ._	
— ,,.^,^--.^,.F
,.	 _.
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uZO 	0
Zi+l	 Z i 	+ [ gi'x	 + ^ihi,x]7.1
+ [gi ^ x (Ai +6 1Yi ,	 ui +E 6i bui (^))
- gi,x^Yi
+	 h	 X+BY
^i [ 	i,x ( 	i	 i	 i' u	 +E6 bui	 i	 i(^)) - h	 Yi,x)	 i
+ F[gi,u (Xi +6 i Yi ,ui +«_8 i bui(^))	 - ^i^u)bui(^)
+ ^'^i [ hi, u(Xi+eiYi, ui +`9 i bui (^))	 - hi, u^ bui(^)'
This ex ression to ether with E l^p Y p 0 E	 im lies that El^p Z ^ _P	 g	 IiI	 O,	 P	 IiI
o(^). The proof is straightforward and only the following observation is
givens Note that
•
( YiI P[gi x ( Xi +6 iYi , ui+F9l Sui (^)) - 6,. x]P
^	 '	 1'	 l^
is uniformly integrable with parameters F and ^^ and goes to zero •+:
E -► p w. p. 1. Thus the expectation of the term goes to zero as E ^ C,
uniformly in ^. @o E. D.
^+.	 The Multiplier Rule When the Co«trol Depends Explicitly On the State.
In Section 3, the controls	 u^	 were measurable over the fixed
o-algebras ^ i , and did not depend explicitly on the state.
	 If we allow
the controls	 ui	 to depend on the	 Xi , then some condition must be imposed
r^
1
.. ..^.. .
._.__
21
f° x , fi 
u 
are continuous in their variables an^j, for( IV-i
 )
r -.^	 .
__	 .,,,._
^- -
on Lt,e ui which gua
Fbui (X1 +bX1 ) iri (11
alters t ►:e pnths only
Thus, some :smoothness
rantees that replacit,g ui ( X1 ) by ui ; X1 +6X1 i +
(where	 Xi ♦1+5X1+1 ' Xi + 5X1 + 2'(X 1 { bJ( i : >> i +toui ^ ^ i ) 7
the order of ^ . In Section 3, ui ( X1 +aXi )	 ui (Xi l .
on the ui is required. In ThEOrem ^, we assume
the form (141.
Far simplicity of notation, it is assumed that ui depend: ex-
plicitly on X 1 , and is not ronciomize<i. Subsequently, several exte:.aiar.s
are stbted.
Assumptions and Notation.
3, where .^i
	 .^( ^0' • • • Ei-1) 4',d
Let p p' and let .^ be as in Section
g0 is the trivial Q--algebra.
(IV-1) Let Ui be a convex set, and let U2 denote the convex
set of controls which can be used at time i. We have u i E Ui i" 
ut.x
is bounded and continuous, and t^ 1(x) •_ U1 for each x.
Again, let X ,...,X , u (^ 1 	 u ,...,^	 (X	 )	 denotE0	 k 0^
	
0	 ^:-1 k-1
	 ^-1
t;he optimal solution. Assume.: that ICi , lithe internal cone to U i -ui at
^^^	 s(0} exists and contains some point Other than (0}, Thar., for any bui F
ID
ICi , bui x	 is bounded and continuous and ui(x) + E ^ ^ s bui(x) E Ui
'	 s=1
2'or sufficiently small E, for •
 all x and ^ _ ( 8 1, ...^^^,i) E P^ .r
(IV-2) hi x' gi x' n i u' gi u are bounded and are continuous
in their arguments. The {E i } are mutually independent, and all of their
moments exist.
some real K < ^,
l
]^
1
1
1
1^
I^
1
1
1^
I
1^
2''
	
^i
fi(x, u) ( = K( 1+^ xl p+^ u^ pl
	 0
I f.i , x(x ^ u) I + (fi ' u(x ^ u ^ I s K( 1+I xl p- 1+I ul p-1) .
Define bX^(^) s F ^Sb^
s
bu i (^^^Xi ) ; ^ ^ s bui(X i )^ btii(x^ F ICi
(161 s
bXi+1 = oX i + [ fi' x + fi, u • ui, ]bXi
 + f i, u^ ^i
^.^here we write bui for bui (X_1 and also SXi (^) for bX i if dui takes
the form bu i(^^Xi ). With
Fu(j, i ) 
_ (I'''fi-l,x+fi-l,uui-l,x)...(I+f`^ +f j u	 )	 j	 i
	
—	 ,x	 ,u j,x ^	 ^
F u ( i, i) = I,
we have
bXi+l
	
Fu(i ^ i+1) oXi + fi u • £^ui
and
i
(1'7)
	 bX. _ ^ F (^,i)f,	 bu	 + F (0 i)bX
^	 j=1 u	 ^-1,u j - 1	 u' —0
We will use the notation fi = f(Xi ,u i (X i )), etc. If arguments of a funeticn
	
^.	 ^	 „
are ot h er than Xi , ui ( Xi ) or Xis they will be explicitly inserted.
T heorem ^+. Assume (IV 1-3) and (III ^ -7) . ^ef'ine pk by (8) and
pi , i < k, by (18)
^	 ^:
^_
-^^ .....,:
	
x'^r+^- .... a. ^._ ^	
..	
^^^ -	 ^_	
— ^ ids rya
1	
1	 23
(181
	 pi-1	 (I ♦ fi-1,x + ui-1,x fi-1,u)^
	
i	 + [gi-1,x + (Esi-l,e^^yi-1
	
I	 + [ ri-1,x + (Er i-1,e ) tai-1'
	
1	 Then (191, the analogy of ( 9) and (10 ), holds for X11 dui-1 E ^i-1
(19a) E[^^ .^0 ^ = Ep0 = 0
(19b) E[Pif i-1, u l X i-1^ Sui-1 5 0.
Proof. First we verify that (III- 3) holds. By (YV -2),
^ Xi+l l ^ x(1+^ ^ i ^) (^ xis + ( ui ( Xi ) I )
and, since
	
i	 ui(x)I ^ K(1+^ xl 1,i
all moments of Xi exists similarly, so do all moments of ^Xi, where &Xi;
	
t	 is given by (16), for du i F IOi , and oX0 is an arbitrary n-vector.
Next, fix both E > 0 and the 5ui, and write
	
t	 (2p)	 Xi+1(^) = Xi (a) + fi(Xi(!^),ui(Xi(^1) + Ebui«rXi(^1)).
il
--
ait
u
D
H
1
0
fl i
FI
^i
1
1
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Using the Lipschitz condition:, on f i , namely
f'i ( a,b, 0- fi (a,b, ^) I s K( l+I F I)( I a-Z I + I b-"l ),
and the bounds	 E I ^s
-^s I )S
	I bxo(e) - Fxo (f) I	 KI-P I
i oui ( 4^ , V ) - bui (^,x)I s	 Ip s bui(x) - PSbu8(x)I
S
s
{I^^s -^ ,^ •I bus ( x ) I + I buis (x) - bui(x)I ^S)
	
3u (X) - bu s (x) I	 KIx
-XI,
we have that II Xi (f) - Xi (f ) I p	 0 as I f 'I —► 0 for any p ? 1, and any
^s > 0. Thus the X i	 given by (20) are continuous in
	 in the
Lf ( Vi i ) sense.
Write ( see (15) )
(21)
	 Y.	 = Y. + f. (X. +Y,	 u. (x. +Y.) + E bu. (f X. +Y. I) - f. .
Again, using the bounds on f i x' f i u and ui x , (e.g. I f
 i 
x (x, u) I
K(1+1 F .
1 I ) (I xI + I uI ) ) and the bound on u i.x	 ^.	 and bu.	 , it is straight-.x
1
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1	 forward to show that
1	 Ilyi1Ip - o(E)
for any p 1.
Next, defining Z  = Y  - EbXi(f), as in Theorem 3, we can show
that 11Z i lj p = o(E) uniformly in	 Thus ( III -3) holds.
Next, we show that X0(^) is continuous in 	 in the L1(^i)
sense, for any E > C. This follows from (22) by an application of (IV-3),
Holder's inequality, the Lipschitz conditions on u(x) and bu(p,x), and the
continuity of X i(p)in ^ in the Lp( i ) sense.
( 22 )	 fi(Xi(P),ui(Xi(P)) + F6ui(P,xi(P)))
fi(xi(P), ui (Xi ( ?^ 1) + Fbui(^,Xi(^)) )
= fo'x(al)a2) (Xi (0 - xiW )
+ fi u ( al , a2 )[ ui (xi (^)) - ui ( xi ( p ) )
+ E bui (f,Xi (^)) - Ebui(^,xi(^) )] ,
where, for some random 6 i
	with values in [0,1],
al = xi (f) + ei ( Xi (f) - xi
i
i
e
i
i
1
Ma
26	 8
n	 1
C'2
	
ui (Xi (^)) + EBui(13pXi(W
i i i	 i i	 i, i
We	 s will not complete  +he detail  (which	 e	 to1	 0^	 1(	  are quite straightforward),
but it can be shown that 11 Z o -Yoll 1 = o(r) . Thus the set ( bXX) ... , bXk)
given by (16) is a first order convex approximation K to Q' - (^,...,X^,) .
Now, (7) holds for ( Ily ..., bXk) in. K^ the closure of K in
by specializing (7) we get (19a) and Epifibrni-1 s 0 for bG	 r ICi-1'
But K contains those
 (%) ... bX) which can be obtained b usi ng the)	 > _k	Y 	
6ui ( • ) in the Lp ( i ) closure IC i of IC i • But ICi contains pointwise
limits of uniformly bounded sequences in T7i . Thus, if XA ( • ) is the char-
set`ristic function of an r,	 dimensional Borel set A, and &u i ( • ) r ICi,
ti
then XA(•) bui ( • ) - bui (•) E ICi . Equation: (19b) is obtained by combining
the last statement together with the argument which led from 12 to
E. D.
Extensions. Let yi(•1 be a continuous vector valued function
withi' f	 Fur i ormly bounded and continuous derivatives. Let u  depend on
Yi ( Xi ). rather than on Xi directly. Then Theorem 4 remains true if the
ui)x term in (16) is replaced by uiYY-yi,x, the conditioning in (19b)
s
is oti yi (Xi ) and the bui ( • ) are functions of yi (Xi ) .
NNW-
27
I If the control has the form 
ui(yi (Xi' Xi-1' - - - ,X0 ) ), it is still
possible to derive a multiplier result, but the expressions are considerably
more complicated, since bXi depends explicitly on (possibly) bXi-1,...,bX0.
The controls and initial condition can be randomized in the follow-
ing way. Let v0,v0,...,vk-1 be independent random variables with values in
[ 0, 1] and which are independent of the ( F i } sequence. Let .W0 = M(VO).
In addition to the conditions in Theorem 4, let u  depend on X i and vi.
Suppose that ui (x,vi ) is diffeisatiable in x and measurable in both
variables, and that u ix (^^,v) is bounded and continuous, uniformly in v, 
'
	in [0,1]. Also ui(x ) v) E Ui , a convex set. Then Theorem 4 remains true
if the conditioning on Xi-1 in (19b) is replaced by conditioning on Xi-1
'	 and v
i-1
A Stochastic Maximum Principle.
For the continuous time deterministic problem, where k = f(x,u)
andp	 denotes the adjoint vector'
	 (the relation 12) is	
if x u
	
s
—t	 pt—( t' t)
p't f(x t ,ut ) for all ut E Ut or, equivalently, ut is the u which maxi-
mizes ptf(xt ,u). Under a convexity condition Halkin [6 J and Holtzman [7 ]
have proved a similar relation for the discrete time deterministic case.
The stochastic analogy of this result is straightforward to derive, and we
closely follow the treatment in Canon, Cullum, Polak i4), p. 84-93.
For the sake of concreteness, we treat essentially the analog of
Theorem 2, with a more specific form of (111-3), although generaliza-
Itions are possible.
1
1
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Definition. With the U 	
defined in Section l',
	
and	 system (11)
with constraints (3), (4),	 the control problem is directionally convex ifs
for each	 0 s X s 1 and	 u!	 u" in	 Utherei' is a	 u (k)	 E U	 so thatti	 i
.p.l.,	 for each	 X i E Lp(
ul
c
u
0
6
8
T
1
Xf (X i ,u',^ )	 (1-l)f (X ,u' ',E )	 f (X ,u (X) F> )i	 i i	 1 i i i	 i i i' i(23)
Xt'O( Xi , ui) + ( 1
-x) f'o(Xi , u )	 i, 	 Xi,
Example. A common and important example of a directionally convex
problem is where
fi(x)u,^) = 9i (x,t)
 + ki(x,Ou
f0( x , u ) = gi( x ) + u l Qu,
where Q is non-negative definite. Then u i ( ^.) = XU! + (1-x) u .
A Comment on Theorem 1. Using the notation of Section 2, let B 
denote the set (w: c) i (w+w) < (p i (w)) U (0) ^ and let Z1 denote an ( assumed
non-empty) internal cone tO B i . Define the (assumed to contain a point
other than {0} )
z' _ [ n (w: ii (w) = o }] n zi.
i > 0	 i ' J
3
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Theorem 1 is a consequence of the fret that, if w is optimal, then Z,
and K ( a fist order convex approximation to Q = Q'-w) can be separated1	 by a continuous linear functional. See Theorems 2.1 and 4.2 in [11). Indeed,
the proof' (of Theorems 2.1 and 4.2 in [4 ) implies that if Theorem 1 does
not hold at a given	 w, (namely if there is a ray which is internal to both
K	 and	 Z' ) then for any neighborhood
	 N	 of	 (0) in /; there is a	 w
Q' n (N+w)	 which satisfies the constraints, and for which q)0 (w)	 < q)0(w).
Thus, if Theorem 1 does not hold at a	 w	 then	 I is not an optimal solu-
tion.
These remarks will now be applied to give a useful transformation
of the directionally convex problem.
A Transformation of the Control Problem. The stochastic optimiza-
tion problem of Section 5, is equivalent to the following problem. Find
ti
the X.i v	 satisfying vi E f. i(X,U i , ^ i ) and X 1+1.	 i= X	 i+v, for which—^ .^	 —	 —i	 —	 —	 k-1
r0 (X0 ) = rk(Xk ) = 0 , gU (X-0 ) `- 0, gl(Xi) s 0, i > 0, and for which E Z v0i^
is a minimum. Denote the optimizing variables by XP ...,
 X"
—
K. vim , ..., vk-l.
Since the variables to be chosen are now X
with both Xi and vi-1 in Lp(^ i ), redefine	 to be
= L( -q ) x ... x L (^ {) x L(.g) x ... x L(.gP	 p	 p	 1	 p	 k-1).
Let the problem be directionally convex, and define the set Q',
Wq
.i
Q^ • { XO , ..., Xk , v-0) ..., vk-l: vi 	co fi (Xi ,Ui , ^ i ) it X1+1 = Xi +v i } .
I t
co S is the convex hull of the set S. Namely, co 2'i(Xi'Ui'ti)
is the convex hull of the set of random variables (t'i(Xi'ui'^i) u  E Uij.
Let K denote a first order convex approximation toQ^ - {^ ..., Xk,
Suppose that the inequality in Theorem 1 does not hold for Some
	
i
R
suitable set of constants Y
 and K replacing K (using the identification of
terms and boundedness and continuity conditions in Section 5). Then the com-
ment of the last subsection implies that there is a ray which is internal to
both Z' and K a neighborhood N
	 f' w and a w8	 0	 ,	 ( X0 ... , Xk,
 1
0, ... , vk-1} E
ti
n (N+w) for which the constraints hold and
	 ll
^t
k-1
	
k-1
0 ( w) = E E v° < E E v° _ ^0 ( w),	 !^i-0	 i=0(24)
ti	 ti	 ti	
^^
24+1 Xi + vi.
s ti	 s	 s	 fl
There are u  E Ui) Xi ? 0, F ^i = 1 so that
^ o 	 . s C1,	 S
Vi =	
^i ti^Xi,ui)
s
Vi =	 j f i ( Xi , ui,
U	
1n)
rV	 y
By directional convexity, there is a ui E Ui for which
fl^
IL
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I
I
I
1
I
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v i
 = f  ( Xi , ui , t
i
 )
(25)
V 	 fi ( Xi ui )
Thus, by combining (24) and (25) ^
Xi+1 = Xi + fi(Xi,ui,^i)
and
k-1 0 ti
	
k-1
(26) E	 fi(Xi,ui) < E	 fi(^X ui),
i^ 	 iso
contradicting the optimality of (X
	
. Thus, the inequality in Theorem 1 holds
Rfor K replacing K. Also, (7) holds for all 6X  for which ( IIX^, .. • 
s ^Xk'
b—O 
	
^Zk-1) E K.
Define the set K E Jy-;
K	 { bX^, ..., SXk , bv^, . ? •
^k-1: SXi+1 - SXi + 6i, such that
x • SXi ] E CO fi (Xi, Ui , i ) - vi
	SX E L
for sufficiently small X. Theorem 5 gives conditions under which K is a
first order convex approximation to Q.
Let
_...tai. ... _
	
....rte.	 ^.^.^.	 ^...
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(27)	 k[ i - fi x • bXi]	 co fi (Xi ,Ui ,^ i ) - vi,
i'or s	 1, ...,m^ and a].1 sufficiently small X. The elements ( Xi i 0,
Q ^i	
11
s	 s	 ^	 sQ	 s	 ^(28a) bXi+l = bXi + fipx • bXi + [ Xi fi ( X i ,ui ' , i) - vi)
=bXi + bVi'
and 6vi and their convex combination:-, for ^ S	 0 ., ^, fs S 	1^ namely.,
(28b) bXi+1W = bXi ( ) + fi^x•bXiW)
+	 ^ s [E Xi fi (Xi ,ui'",E i ) - vi]
bXi (E^) + bvi
 (P)
t (d)	 ^s^is
are in K. lie may write
bXi +1(^) _ [ I+fi x ] bXi W + bWi W
^
bW i
	ps[^ Xi t'i (x i s ,^ l ) - vi].
5 
i
F(j,i)bW i -1(P) + F(O,i)bXO(P).j=1	 —
^fir
(29)
i
MW
-
-, -Tom..--'^-.-_--'	 ---	
--	
------ - 	 -y-•^r---	 ^^.
Nice	 s
ii
i
1
1
tl1
i
s
t
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Theorem 5. As,-.umc, (III 4-7)
	
and that the control rp oblem is
directionally convex. Also as -,urr,e
(V-1) U	 is the convex set of functions in L	 with valuesi —	 — —	 — p 1	 --
iri the convex set Ui . IC i contains sane point other than zero.
(V-2) The ( F i } are mutun ^r inde pendent and all of their moments
are finite.
(V-3) I fi (x,u,0I `-_ K(). + I t  1(1 + I uI + I xI 1
I fi(x, u) I 5 K( 1 + ; z I p + I XI p)
for -t real K.
(V-4) I fi (x,u,	 fi( x,u,	 K(1 + I ^I 1(I x-xI )
fi( Xi , ui 1 is	 n the II IIcontinuous in Xi i
	p norm for any u_, inti .. —
Lp^(-4i).
(V-5) fi' x (x, u) is uniformly bounded and is continuous in x
fo r each vector u. fi' x(x, u) is continuous in x in the ^I II p/( p-1)ti
nonr for each fixed 	 in Lp^(
	 i)•
Then, for 1,k,1
	
given	 (8), equation (10) holds and (9)
is replaced by the maximum principle
l
34	 1 
( 0)	 E[Pi+lfi(Xi'ui'Fi)l Sd i}
E[Pi +lfi (Xi' ui' t i ) ^	 i}
ti 	 Uw_p,-1. for ,!nL u  in Ui.
Proof.	 Suppose that	 K is a first order convex approximation to
^. By the discussion prior to the Theorem, (7) must hold for Fill	 bXi.
of the form (29) . 	 Setting	 ui s 0 and	 6X0 ^ 0. we get (10) as in Theorem
2. Equation (27)
	 follows by letting i	 s	 ,.ui '	 = u
 
	
bXQ = 0 .,except I sthat	 ui^
ui u i., substituting (29) i:ito	 (7) and using the definitions of	 vi	 and
PJ . We have only to show tithat	 K is a first order convex approximation to
Q•
ti
K is clearly a convex cone, with typical elements
c-(6X ..., 6Xk ' Svc...., by -1 } and their convex combinations { bX0(g) .., aXk(f )'
b-0(a) ' ' '' bvk-1() } are giver by (28b) . Consider the mapping
(WP)P ... , Xk(P), v0(^)^...svk-1(^)} from	 to ^^ for the fixed sequence
of controls {ui-'
(31)
	 Xi+1(p) = Xi (O + vi(P)
V. (P) = f	 u. ^.)
+ E
	 ^ s [ 1  Xi f.( Xi(^),ui'S,Si) -fi(Xi(^),u ,t•)}
S	 Q	 1 i
10
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'	 Xi 0,	 Xi - 1
X + ESX W.
e	 e conditions VI-4 of the Theorem each ma	 . ^) and v .(^) isUnd r th	
	 (	 )	 ^	 P X_i (
	--i
a continuous Lp(^ i ) and Lp( ^i+l), re: p., function of ^S, for	 E F^',
and any 1 > E > 0. Thus the composite map (taking ( XO(^), ...,
'	 ^(^) ..., vk-1(^) } into .i) is a continuous J^  valued function of ^.
It can be shown, that using
+ E bXi (P) + 0 l
]^i (f3 ) = vi + E bv1 (0) + 02i
1
1	 where 0 l and 021 are of th? order of o(E) in Lp( i ) and Lp(ti
rcEpectively. Then K is indeed a first order convex approximation. The
'	 details of the last two steps involve straightforward expansions and esti-
mates, as in Theorems 2 to 4, and are omitted. They are probabilistic -ver-
sions in the cited result [4, pp. 84 - 93]. Q.E.D.
'	 The definition of a directionally convex problem holds if the con-
trol u  depends on a function of the state X i . Under directional convexity
and the conditions of Theorem 4 1 Theorem 4 holds with (19b) replaced by
E[P'	 f (X. u. ^ ) ^ A. ] s Eft!	 f. (X. u. ^ )^ X. ].
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	 u
6. A Relation With Dynamic Programming.
For simplicity of presentation, thi: section will be largely
formal. Suppose that the problem is directionally convex, and there are
no constraints r 	 and q i . Let u  depend on Xi and 3efine the
	 9
( Dynamic Programming) costs 	 D
V i (x) =	 inf	 E[ X k 1 Xi = x ] = E[ Xk^ Xi = x ] .
ui , .. •, 
11k -1
	 U
V i (x) = V i (x) - x°.	 8
9Define
nk-1
	
W. (Xi, ... ^k-1) = Xk -Xk =	 f"(Xi,
B
T'	 (dropping some arguments for notational simplicity) and writing grad W i	 0W i x - grad W i(Xi	 k-1) evaluated at x = X i , and similarly fcr
Vi ^. Then grad W k Wk x 0
	
a
	
,.	 ,.o
W.	 _ (I+f'.	 + f'!	 u.	 N.	 + f.	 0i,x	 i,x	 l,u i,x 1+1,x	 i,x
Thus
(32)	 Wi x = -pi
 and (Wi x) l) = -Pi.
1
1
1
1
I
I
^I
ll
(7
I
I 
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Vi (x) - E[ W i i Xi
	x) •
V. (x) = E(I & f' )V	 + Ef°
^, x	 i, x i+l, x	 i, x
arc must have p° < 0, since there are no constraints r. q i , and not all
the p°, czi , W 	 can be zero. Thus, we set p^ _ -1.
By the principle of optimality
EVi+l(x+f 3 (x, ui , Y) s EVi+l(x+fi ( x, u E , i))
wherE u  is the control which, for given u  A ui , satisfies
^I
1
I
i
1
(1-E)fi (x,ui ,E i ) + Efi (x ) ui ,^ i ) = f'i(x,uE)^i)
(1-E)f°(x,ui) + Efi(x,ui ) ? f°(x,uE).
Noting that V i+1(x)	 Vi +1(x) if x = x, and x° < x°, we get
EVi+l (x+fi (x, ui , y) s EVi+l(x+ fi(x, uEY Y )
EVi+l(x+(1-E) fi (x, u, ^ i ) + Efi(x, 
ui'i )) •
Thus
(^3)	 0 `= EVi+1,x(x+fi(x,ui,^i))[fi(x,ui,^i)-fi(x^ui^^i1^,
R
I I
D
D
U
II
U
D
U
0
II
1
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where V.
	
s grad V
	
(x) evaluated at x+f (x u ^ i ). With the identi-
fication (32), and Vi+l) x(Xi+1)	 E[ Wi+1, x i Xi+1]' we get precisely the
maximum principle
E[^i+1(fi(Yi,ui,^i) - fi (X i ,ui ,t i ))^ Xi ] ? 0.
Now
39
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